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Abstract—Visual Privacy Attribute Classification (VPAC) iden-
tifies privacy information leakage via social media images. These
images containing privacy attributes such as skin color, face or
gender are classified into multiple privacy attribute categories in
VPAC. With limited works in this task, current methods often
extract features from images and simply classify the extracted
feature into multiple privacy attribute classes. The dependencies
between privacy attributes, e.g., skin color and face typically co-
exist in the same image, are usually ignored in classification,
which causes performance degradation in VPAC. In this paper,
we propose a novel end-to-end Privacy Attributes-aware Message
Passing Neural Network (PA-MPNN) to address VPAC. Privacy
attributes are considered as nodes on a graph and an MPNN
is introduced to model the privacy attribute dependencies. To
generate representative features for privacy attribute nodes,
a class-wise encoder-decoder is proposed to learn a latent
space for each attribute. An attention mechanism with multiple
correlation matrices is also introduced in MPNN to learn the
privacy attributes graph automatically. Experimental results on
the Privacy Attribute Dataset demonstrate that our framework
achieves better performance than state-of-the-art methods for
visual privacy attributes classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Concerns about leaking privacy information are increasingly
attracting people’s attention [1], [2]. The privacy information
hidden in images is of higher risk since more and more people
tend to post personal images on their social media sites. To
prevent potential visual privacy information leakage, it is of
great importance to predict the privacy attributes in images
[3], [4]. The most straightforward way is to classify images
into pre-defined privacy attributes [5]. Our goal in this paper
is to develop a more effective architecture in visual privacy
attributes classification.

Social media images contain various visual privacy at-
tributes. One image often contains multiple privacy attributes.
In this case, the visual privacy attributes classification can
be considered as a multi-label classification task (MLC). As
Figure 1 shows, the image is tagged with multiple privacy
attributes. The classification result is regarded as correct only
when all the attributes are classified correctly, which brings
exponential difficulty [6]. For example, given binary privacy
attribute labels, for multi-label classification tasks with n
privacy attribute classes, the output space size is 2n. The
exponentially increasing output space is the main challenge
in VPAC.

To reduce the output space, the most intuitive way is to
divide it into smaller output spaces. Many methods target at

Fig. 1. An example in Privacy Attribute Dataset [5]. The task of visual privacy
attribute classification is to classify images into multiple privacy attributes. In
this example, 12 visual privacy attributes are tagged to this image. Some
of them are highly dependent. For example, skin color and face are highly
related because the skin color can be recognized from the face area. Thus, the
challenge in VPAC is to model the privacy attributes dependencies correctly.

reducing output space in multi-label classification by combin-
ing or clustering classes [7], [8], [9]. These methods achieve
a better performance comparing to methods [10] that treat
labels as isolated labels. However, methods simply separating
the output space encounter difficulties when the dependencies
between labels become complex. For example, in Figure
1, the image with Face privacy attribute can also contain
Occupation privacy attribute, while in other images, Face and
Occupation privacy attributes may not co-occur. In this case,
simply separating attributes into smaller groups may cause
performance degradation.

Some work follows the idea of connecting labels with
sequential order [11], [12], [13]. However, considering multi-
label classification as sequential prediction brings new prob-
lems. On one hand, the sequential prediction task is generally
fulfilled with recurrent models which lead to the accumulation
of false prediction, especially when there are many positive
labels. Once the upstream label prediction is inaccurate, the
downstream label prediction will be heavily affected. On the
other hand, the structural dependencies between labels are not
fully addressed. One privacy attribute can structurally rely
on multiple privacy attributes rather than merely relying on
previously predicted attributes.

Benefited from the great success in Graph Neural Network
[14], [15], [16], recent work uses graph-based models to learn
the structural dependencies between labels and achieve a better
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performance [17], [18], [19], [20]. However, there are two
main challenges that need to be addressed for graph-based
models for the VPAC task. The first challenge is to define
the graph of privacy attributes. The graph topology of privacy
attributes is not explicitly given by the VPAC task so that
how to explicitly learn the privacy attribute graph is of great
importance. The second challenge is to generate representative
features for privacy attribute nodes. The features extracted by
traditional graph neural networks summarize the relationship
between nodes, leading to a mixture of features from different
privacy attributes. However, the class-wise feature for each
privacy attribute node should be more discriminative for the
VPAC task.

To model the privacy attribute dependencies and address
the two main challenges in graph-based models, in this paper,
we propose a novel Privacy Attributes-aware Message Passing
Neural Network (PA-MPNN) framework. Our model learns a
latent space for each class and using neural message passing to
model the structural dependencies between labels. Specifically,
we propose an attention mechanism with multiple correlation
matrices (MCM) to adjust the graph structure automatically
and a class-wise encoder-decoder (CED) to generate represen-
tative node features for label nodes. Experimental results on
the Privacy Attribute Dataset [5] demonstrate that our method
outperforms the existing methods.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose an end-to-end trainable framework for the

multi-label VPAC task, which achieves better perfor-
mance compared to existing methods.

• We propose a class-wise encoder-decoder which learns
a latent space for each class to generate class-relevant
features for label nodes.

• We propose an attention mechanism with multiple cor-
relation matrices to explicitly learn the graph structure,
which can handle the challenge of the attribute depen-
dency problem.

II. RELATED WORK

Visual privacy leakage is increasingly attracting attention
especially when social media becomes popular. Detecting
visual privacy attributes has great significance to protect the
visual privacy of users. Some works focus on detecting specific
visual privacy attributes such as license plates [3], ages [21],
faces [22], landmarks [23] and occupations [24]. [5] is the
first work proposing multiple privacy attributes classification
tasks. They also collect a visual privacy attribute dataset and
learn a privacy risk score to alarm potential privacy leakage
in images.

With multiple privacy attributes as labels, the VPAC task
faces challenges of large prediction space. Some works focus
on reducing the output space dimension to better perform
MLC. [7] combines a set of labels to a single label using the
pruned sets method and achieves better and faster performance.
[8] address hierarchical multi-label classification in protein
function prediction using probabilistic clustering to construct
class hierarchy. [25] projects high-dimension label vectors to

low-dimension label vectors by embedding and constraints the
distance between the nearest embedded labels. The perfor-
mance of these methods is limited because they fail to model
the complex dependencies between labels.

In order to model more complex labels dependencies, sev-
eral works consider multi-label classification as a sequential
prediction to model the sequential dependency. [11] considers
multi-label classification as a set of binary classification and
uses classifier chains to model the label correlation. [12]
follows the same setting in [11] and uses recurrent neural
networks instead of classifier chains to exploit the information
from previous decisions. [13] combines RNN with CNN to
jointly embed labels and images to learn the semantic label
dependency. Although these methods model sequential label
dependencies, they suffer from the error accumulation and fail
to model the topology structure dependency.

Recent works consider labels as nodes on a graph to
perform label interaction and achieve boosting performance.
[18] and [19] both use Graph Convolution Network (GCN)
to map label graph to object classifiers. [20] and [17] both
use Message Passing Neural Networks [26] to model the label
dependencies. When these graph-based methods are used in
VPAC, two challenges need to be addressed: how to learn a
privacy attribute label graph and how to generate representative
node features. To learn the label graph, [20] and [17] both use
attention mechanism to learn attention weights between labels.
[18] and [19] both use re-weighted correlation matrix to define
the label graph. However, the attribute dependency is heavily
dependent on the defined graph determined by the correlation
matrix, which may not accurately represent the natural rela-
tionship between labels. To address the second challenge, [18]
uses attention mechanism to learn class-relevant attention map
on image feature maps. However, since the attention map is
also learned from multiple different privacy attributes, there
is no guarantee that these attention maps can represent the
corresponding label.

To this end, we propose an end-to-end PA-MPNN model to
jointly generate class-relevant features for nodes, learn graph
structure and model label dependencies.

III. METHOD

As Figure 2 shows, our model contains a ResNet-50 [27] as
Feature Extractor, a Class-wise Encoder-Decoder(CED) and an
MPNN. The ResNet-50 extracts features from input images.
The CED is introduced to to learn latent space for each class,
which computes the node features to highly represent the
corresponding privacy attribute. The MPNN is employed to
model the dependencies between privacy attributes. Besides,
we propose an attention mechanism to compute the attention
weights between privacy attributes from four correlation matri-
ces which represent the pair-wise relationship between privacy
attributes.

Given the input image I and the label y = [y1, y2, ..., yn],
where n is the number of privacy attribute class and yv = 1
if the image is annotated with attribute v, otherwise yv = 0.
The visual privacy attributes classification task is to learn a
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Fig. 2. Overall Framework of our PA-MPNN model for visual privacy attribute classification. We use the Message Passing Neural Network to model the
dependencies between privacy attributes. An Attention Mechanism (AM) along with Multiple Correlation Matrices (MCM) is also proposed to learn attention
weights for neighboring nodes. Before the MPNN, a ResNet-50 is used as our feature extraction network and a Class-wise Encoder-Decoder (CED) is proposed
to learn latent space for node features which can represent privacy attributes. In the CED, the encoder Ey(·) is used to guide the learning of encoder Ex(·).
After MPNN, the Readout Decoder will predict the privacy attributes according to the node features.

classifier to predict the probabilities of all the labels ŷ = fc(I),
ŷ ∈ Rn, which is also a multi-label classification task. Privacy
attributes are considered as nodes on undirected label-interact
graph G with node hidden features xv and edge features evu.

A. Class-wise Encoder-Decoder

Since we consider privacy attributes as nodes on graphs and
learn the label graph with the guidance of correlation matrices,
our node feature should be able to represent corresponding
privacy attributes. In this case, the label y is encoded to
guide the node feature generating. We achieve this goal
by minimizing the l2 distance between node features from
encoder Ey(·) and Ex(·). The encoder Ey(·) is only used in
training stage, so in the testing stage, we only have encoder
Ex.

As the Figure 2 shows, the CED contains two encoders
Ex(·) and Ey(·) and one decoder which is also the readout
function of MPNN. The encoder Ey(·) encodes the label to
guide the learning of encoder Ex(·). The encoder Ey(·) is a set
of class-wise encoders {Eyv|v = 1, 2, ..., n} with each encoder
Eyv corresponding to class v. The encoder Ex encodes the
feature from feature extractor to represent privacy attributes
for each node. The encoder Ex(·) is also a set of encoders
{Exv|v = 1, 2, ..., n}.

To be more specific, given the extracted features ls ∈ Rs

from last pooling layer of ResNet-50, for each class v, we use
the encoder Exv(·) to compute latent features lxv = Exv(ls),
lxv ∈ Rd. To enable node features to represent their corre-
sponding classes, we use the encoder Eyv(·) to compute latent
features lyv = Eyv(σ(yv)), lyv ∈ Rd, where σ(yv) = 1 when
yv = 1 and σ(yv) = −1 when yv = 0. We use the Mean
Square Error loss to minimize the distance between lxv and
lyv . In this way, we learn the same latent space in which the
encoded features are able to represent privacy attributes. Then
we consider lxv as node feature xv of graph G

B. Message Passing Neural Network

Message Passing Neural Network (MPNN) is first intro-
duced in [26] as a generalization framework of Graph Neural
Networks (GNN) [28]. The primary goal of MPNN is to
predict the graph’s general properties by synthesizing nodes’
features. For each node on graph, the MPNN will update its
node features using the features from neighboring nodes. In
this case, the MPNN learns to build the dependencies between
privacy attributes. The MPNN will update the node features in
each layer t, and each layer contains two trainable functions.
With trainable message passing function M(·), every node v
learns to receive message mv from its neighboring node u
using their node features xv , xu and edge features evu.

mt
v =

∑
u∈N (v)

Mt(x
t
v,x

t
u, evu) (1)

Here, xtv denotes node features of node v in layer t, v and
u denote different node indexes (v 6= u), evu denotes the edge
vector between node v and node u, and mt

v denotes messages
passing from neighbor node set N (v) to node v.

By trainable node update function U(·), node v learns to
update its node features xv using received messages from
neighboring nodes and its node features in last step.

xt+1
v = Ut(x

t
v,m

t
v) (2)

As Figure 2 shows, the message passing and feature updat-
ing process happens in layer t for each node. After T layers,
each node contains information of neighboring nodes within
distance T on the graph. Then a trainable readout function
R(·), which is also the decoder of the class-wise encoder-
decoder architecture, is used to read the synthesized features
in each node.

ŷ = R({xT
v |v ∈ G}) (3)
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Fig. 3. Examples of prediction results. Target privacy attributes, predicted privacy attributes of ResNet-50 and prediction of PA-MPNN are shown in red,
blue and black boxes, respectively. The extra detected privacy attributes using PA-MPNN are marked in bold.

The message passing process and feature updating process
are learnt by message passing function Mt(·) and node update
function Ut(·). The prediction is made by the readout function
R(·). Thus, the optimal interacting mechanisms between nodes
are obtained by optimizing these three functions M(·), U(·),
and R(·). Notably, there is no limitation on the forms of
these functions, researchers can use different forms of these
functions to fit their problems (e.g., multi-layer perception
(MLP) message passing function [29], recurrent neural net-
work update function or gated recurrent unit [30] update
function).

Inspired by [20], we use the MPNN to model the dependen-
cies between classes. Instead of defining the label graph using
a single correlation matrix, we propose an attention mechanism
to learn attention weights from multiple correlation matrices.
In the message passing function, the attention weight is learned
by embedding edge feature vector evu. The edge feature vector
is computed from multiple correlation matrices, which will be
introduced in subsection C. Then we use a soft-max function
to normalize the attention weight αvu = softmax(Weevu).
Our message passing function is defined as equation (4). Since
the message from node u to node v is not only dependent on
one of them but dependent on both, we concatenate features
of these two nodes and use an MLP to learn the message.
The attention weight is also included because nodes with high
dependencies contribute more.

Mt(x
t
v,x

t
u, e

t
vu) = αt

vuMLPM (concat(xt
v,x

t
u)) (4)

For node update function, we concatenate node features and
messages received from other nodes and use an MLP to learn
the update mechanism. In this case, we enable our node update
function to balance the information in received messages and
existing features.

Ut(x
t
v,m

t
v) = MLPU (concat(x

t
v,m

t
v)) (5)

Where mt
v is computed using equation (1). After T layers,

we adopt an MLP to read the information in node features.

R(xT
v ) = MLPR(x

T
v ) (6)

We use the Binary Cross Entropy loss as our prediction loss
LBCE . Notably, we compute the prediction loss after each
layer. To learn the latent space, we use the MSE loss LMSE .
Thus, the total loss of our model is the sum of LMSE and
LBCE .

Ltotal = LBCE + LMSE (7)

C. Multiple Correlation Matrix

The dependencies between label nodes are guided by
graphs. The graph is determined by edges between pairs-
wise nodes. Edges are often pre-defined by the correlation
matrix [19], which is a matrix with conditional co-occurrence
probabilities between nodes as elements. For example, the
matrix element can be the conditional co-occurrence proba-
bility of attribute u given attribute v, namely pvu = P (yu|yv).
However, this single correlation matrix is insufficient to rep-
resent the relationship between privacy attribute nodes. We
need to consider other possible conditional probabilities such
as P (yv|yu), P (yu|¬yv), and P (yv|¬yu), where P (A|¬B)
denotes conditional probability of A without B. We use these
four correlation matrices to represent the edge feature between
nodes and use edge embedding MLPe to learn the attention
weights on node features.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We conduct privacy attributes classification experiments on
Privacy Attributes Dataset [5]. The Privacy Attributes Dataset
contains 22, 167 images and 68 visual privacy attributes. Each
image is tagged with 68 binary labels describing which visual
privacy attribute class it belongs to. The evaluation metrics and
implementation details are first introduced. Then we report the
results comparing with the methods described in [5]. We only
compare our results with [5] since [5] is the only work on
Privacy Attributes Dataset based on our best knowledge.
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TABLE I
Comparison under mAP metrics on Privacy Attribute Dataset. The mAP
metrics of CaffeNet, GoogleNet, and ResNet-50 are provided in [5]. Our

method denotes our PA-MPNN model with the class-wise encoder-decoder,
the attention mechanism, and the multiple correlation matrices.

Methods CaffeNet [5] GoogleNet [5] ResNet-50 [5] ours
mAP 42.99 43.29 47.45 49.93

A. Implementation Details

Our framework is consists of ResNet feature extractor, class-
wise encoder-decoder and message passing neural network.
We use the output from the last average pooling layer of
ResNet-50 as the input of CED Ex, which has a dimension of
2, 048. The ResNet-50 is pre-trained on the Privacy Attributes
Dataset. In each Class-wise Encoder Exv(·), we use two MLP
layers to compute the 68 nodes’ features with a dimension of
256. As for MPNN, all the MLP have two layers. We also add
instance normalization layer to normalize the latent features lx
and ly in each layer.

Following the settings in [5], the dataset is divided into a
training set with 10, 000 samples, a validation set with 4, 167
samples, and a test set with 8, 000 samples. We use Adam as
the optimizer with an initial learning rate of 5 × 10−5. The
learning rate decays by a factor of 0.9 for every 3 epochs.
We adopt an early stopping strategy to stop the training. The
whole framework is implemented based on PyTorch.

B. Evaluation Metrics

Results in [5] are derived only under the metric mean
average precision (mAP). Besides, we show the average preci-
sion (AP) over each class. To conduct a more comprehensive
comparison, we also report the Micro average F1 score (miF1)
and the Macro average F1 score (maF1) in Section V.

C. Experimental Results

The results on Privacy Attribute Dataset are shown in Table
I. From Table I, we can see that our PA-MPNN model achieves
a better performance on mAP with 2.48% gain comparing
to methods in [5]. The CaffeNet, GoogleNet and ResNet-50
methods in [5] only contain CNNs to extract image features
and fully connected layers to predict the privacy attributes,
which regards labels as isolated labels. Instead of keeping
the labels isolated, our method models the label dependencies
which reduces the output space dimension of MLC tasks and
improves our performance on mAP.

Figure 3 shows three examples of prediction results. In the
left example, our method predicts Email Address and Email
Content together since they are often co-occur. In the center
example, our method is able to predict Eye Color and Height
since the Eye Color attribute can be recognized when the
complete face is recognized and human’s height and weight
are often exposed together. In the right example, results show
that our method is able to capture the dependencies between
Passport attribute and Nationality attribute. Comparing to

TABLE II
Comparison of our methods under other matrics on the Privacy Attribute
Dataset. ‘CED’ denotes our class-wise encoder-decoder. ‘Att.’ denotes our

attention mechanism in MPNN. ‘MCM’ denotes multiple correlation
matrices, and no tick means we use a single correlation matrix.

CED Att. MCM mAP miF1 maF1
√ √

49.83 0.7725 0.4428
√ √

49.78 0.7645 0.4384
√ √

49.78 0.7683 0.4284
√ √ √

49.93 0.7751 0.4456

ResNet-50, our method is able to model the privacy attribute
dependencies, which may reflect the common sense of human.

Here we also show the AP over each class in Figure 4. It is
obvious that our method achieves high AP on highly related
attributes like race, color, gender, eye color, face and hair
color. For attributes with text content like username, email,
home address, first name and last name, the APs are low which
may be due to our framework is unable to distinguish texts. For
attributes with tiny cues like tattoo and marital status which
are often shown by marital rings, the APs are also low because
our framework is unable to capture the tiny cues in image.

V. ABLATION STUDIES

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our class-
wise encoder-decoder, attention mechanism, and multiple cor-
relation matrices with both quantitative and qualitative analy-
sis. We compare the results of our models on mAP, miF1 and
maF1 matrics. We also visualize the node features to evaluate
our class-wise encoder-decoder qualitatively.

A. Quantitative Comparison

In this section, we compare the performance of our methods
on mAP, miF1, and maF1. As Table 2 shows, our model
performs better on all the three matrices when the CED, atten-
tion mechanism and multiple correlation matrices are adopted.
When CED is removed, our method performs worse because
CED enables our PA-MPNN model to generate representative
node features which are corresponding to its class. In this case,
the MPNN can better model the label dependencies with each
node’s features corresponding to the class. When the attention
mechanism is removed, our model is unable to learn a label
graph so the label graph becomes a fully connected graph. The
messages passing from all other nodes are equally important.
This will harm the label dependencies modeling and cause
degradation to all the matrices. When using a single correlation
matrix instead of multiple correlation matrices to define the
edges between nodes, our model is unable to learn a more
accurate label graph, the performance on all the three metrics
goes down. Thus, we can infer that the other three correlation
matrices contain vital information to guide the graph structure
learning.

B. Qualitative Comparison

We also use the t-SNE [31] method to visualize the node
features. As the Figure 5 shows, our CED is able to gener-
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Fig. 4. Average Precision scores on all visual privacy attributes. (C) represents ’complete’. (P) represents ’partial’.

Fig. 5. The visualization of node features using the t-SNE method. The
left subfigure visualizes the node features with a class-wise encoder-decoder.
The right subfigure visualizes the node features without class-wise encoder-
decoder. Each color represents one class and 8 classes are selected. Better
class separation is observed on the left subfigure.

ate representative and disentangled node features. The node
features from fully connected layers are overlapped, which
indicates that the node features for one class can be recognized
as other classes. The overlap node features may be because
that the classifier can not distinguish highly related privacy
attributes on one image. For example, the eye color and the
face attributes often occur together.

VI. CONCLUSION

Visual Privacy Attribute Classification is of great impor-
tance in preventing privacy leakage, which is a multi-label
classification problem. To model the dependencies between
privacy attribute labels, we propose a novel end-to-end Pri-
vacy Attribute-aware Message Passing Neural Network (PA-
MPNN) framework. To generate class-relevant features for
label nodes, we propose a class-wise encoder-decoder to learn
a latent space for node features. An attention mechanism and
multiple correlation matrices are also proposed to improve the
MPNN. Experiments on Privacy Attribute Dataset show that
our PA-MPNN model outperforms the existing methods on
visual privacy attribute classification. Further quantitative and

qualitative experiments validate our proposed CED, attention
mechanism and multiple correlation matrices on VPAC.
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